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Abstract 2 

Place names are one of the few sources of information about the Aramaic used in the region of 
Lebanon for more than two millennia. Therefore a comparative and diachronic study of Lebanese 
place names is of the utmost importance. The present study is based on a sample of 1724 place 
names from the regions of Mount Lebanon and North Lebanon. Four features of Aramaic as 
attested in place names are discussed briefly: two from phonology and two from morphology. The 
preliminary conclusion one can arrive at is that the Aramaic used in Lebanon is clearly, and as 
expected, of the Western type. It has a complex development which in some cases is parallel to, yet 
often distinct from, the development of its Modern West Aramaic cousins. 
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1. Aramaic in Lebanese place names 
Aramaic is a language that has been part of the linguistic landscape in the region 
of Lebanon from as early as the late 1st millennium BC3 to the 17th-18th century 
AD. Remnants of this type of Aramaic survive to this day in Maaloula, Jibadin 
and Bakhaa, in Syria on the Anti-Lebanon. There is nevertheless very little direct 
textual evidence of the Aramaic used in Lebanon. Aramaic inscriptions from the 
region are very few.4 This leaves place names as our major source for information 
about the Aramaic used in Lebanon. 

The present article is based on my study Lebanese Place-Names (Mount 
Lebanon and North Lebanon): A Typology of Regional Variation and Continuity, 
first published by Peeters in 2002 and republished by Librarie du Liban Publishers 
in 2007. The study encompasses 1724 place names from Mount Lebanon and 
North Lebanon based on the Répertoire alphabétique des noms géographiques 
français-arabe, 1970, of the Lebanese Army. 

Based on the material studied, the Aramaic used in Lebanon is clearly of the 
Western type. The use of Syriac, on the other hand, came to Lebanon with the 
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Maronite Church and remains a central part of its liturgy. Aramaic as attested in 
Lebanese place names exhibits a complex and diverse development. In many 
cases it exhibits a development that is parallel to the developments in the Modern 
West Aramaic variants of Maaloula, Jibadin and Bakhaa. Nevertheless, I intend to 
show in the present study that the Aramaic used in Lebanon seems to be a distinct 
variant. 

Toponymic research is in itself demanding. It is even more so, when one 
adds to it the delicate intricacies of etymology. Therefore, identifying the Aramaic 
features attested in Lebanese place names is hardly a straightforward undertaking. 
In my study, I have attempted to distinguish between features that are Aramaic 
and Aramaic-internal developments, and features that are Aramaic, yet display 
changes that are due to Arabic influence. In most cases, the Aramaic features 
attested in Lebanese place names are adapted to Lebanese Arabic phonology. In a 
few cases they are adapted to Lebanese Arabic morphology.5  

The table below presents the different languages attested in Lebanese place 
names. The 1724 place names studied contain 2647 constituent lexical items 
distributed on 1157 different words. An Aramaic etymology is claimed for 
approximately 36% of the total number of place names. 
 

 N° of attestations N° of words 
Lebanese Arabic: 1266 (47.8% of 2647) 473 (40.8% of 1157) 
Aramaic: 955  (36.1%) 390 (33.7%) 
Canaanite: 156 (5.9%) 80 (6.9%) 
uncertain: 119 (4.5%) 115 (9.9%) 
several etym.: 86 (3.2%) 50 (4.3%) 
standard Arabic: 36 (1.4%) 28 (2.4%) 
Greek: 10 (0.4%) 8 (0.6%) 
Latin: 10 (0.4%) 4 (0.3%) 
French: 4 (0.2%) 4 (0.3%) 
Turkish: 3 (0.1%) 3 (0.2%) 
Italian 2 (0.1%) 2 (0.1%) 
SUM 2647  1157  
   
Arabic: 1302 (49.1%)   
Non-Arabic (old): 1131 (42.7%)   
Non-Arabic (new): 9 (0.3%)   
Uncertain: 119 (4.5%)   

                                                 
5 For a discussion on these issues, see Wardini 2007. 
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It can be noted that English is not attested in the data covered by the present 

study, yet it is becoming quite a popular source for new Lebanese place names. 
The items new and hill are very often used even in combination with ancient 
names: e.g., Nyu Batrūn ‘New Batrūn’, Batrūn Həlz ‘Batrūn Hills’, Nyu Biblos 
‘New Byblos’, Nyu Faytrūn ‘New Faytrūn’, and interestingly, Nyu Jdayde ‘New 
Jdayde’! When written with the Latin alphabet, these items are spelled as in the 
source language, and in the Arabic alphabet they are spelled as نيو and هيلز 
respectively. French names are also more common than attested in our data, e.g. 
Belvu ‘Belle Vue’, Bufor ‘Beau Fort’ (the latter coined during the epoch of the 
Crusades) etc. 
 
2. Phonology 
I have earlier discussed the phonology of Lebanese place names more thoroughly6 
and will here confine myself to two phonological phenomena: -ā > ø and g > ġ / j 
 
2.1. -ā > ø 
In the data analyzed in this study, there are some 447 cases of change in word-
final vowels. Here I will concentrate on changes involving final -ā (n = 389 = 
87.0% of 447) which are distributed as follows: 
 

-ā > -a 241  Aramaic 231 
     Canaanite 4 
     Standard Arabic 3 
-ā > -e 106  Aramaic 105 
     Canaanite 1 
-ā > ø 42  Aramaic 41 
     Canaanite 1 

 
In the majority of cases (347 of 389), the change of final -ā > -a / -e represents an 
adaptation to Lebanese phonology complying with the well documented 
correspondence -ā ≈ Lebanese Arabic -a / -e. E.g. Standard Arabic ’anā ‘I’ ≈ 
Lebanese Arabic ’ana (also ’ane and ’ani) and Standard Arabic dunyā ‘world’ ≈ 
Lebanese Arabic dənye.  

There are, nevertheless, 42 cases where final -ā is deleted. Aramaic is 
involved in 41 cases, while one case possibly involves Canaanite (Mdayrəj 

                                                 
6 Wardini 2007: 513-541. 
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‘foothold in the rock, mountain thoroughfare’ < Canaanite *mdrg (Hebrew 
maḏrēḡā)). The deletion of final -ā is most clearly evident in the cases where 
Aramaic fem. plur. det. -āṯā is attested as -ēt in Lebanese place names. E.g. ‘aynēt 
‘the springs’ compared to ‘aynēta (cf. Lebanese Arabic ‘yūn) as well as ‘elmēt 
‘young girls’ (compared to ‘əlmēn and ‘alma), Ḥēlēt ‘maternal aunts,’ Qalḥēt ‘the 
pots, the cauldrons,’ etc. compared to Bəq‘ēta ‘the fields,’ Ḥūrēta ‘white poplar 
trees,’ Kəlbēta ‘bitches, she dogs’ etc. The deletion of final -ā, though primarily 
represented in the Aramaic fem. plur. det. suffix -āṯā, is also attested in the 
Aramaic masc. plur. det. -ayyā most prominently in Ba‘lšmay compared to variant 
Ba‘lšmayya ‘The Lord of Heaven,’ but also in many other cases such as Kfərtay 
‘the village of the Muslims,’ Bməhray ‘the place of dowries’ (compare Bməhrayn 
and Məhrīn), etc. compared to Qəbrayya ‘the tombs,’ Qərnayya ‘the horns, hills,’ 
Ġəšrayya‚ the bridges’, Rāmayya ‘The hills,’ Ṭərzayya ‘royal wardrobes, 
armories’ (compared to Ṭərza), etc. There is no indication that this deletion is due 
to Lebanese Arabic phonology. One could argue that this feature is due to an 
analogy between Aramaic fem. plur. det. -āṯā and Lebanese Arabic fem. plur. –ēt, 
were it not also attested in other suffixes such as the Aramaic masc. plur. det -
ayyā. One could also argue that the suffix -ay (as in Bməhray and others) reflects 
the Aramaic masc. plur. det. -ōya attested in Jibadin,7 were it not for the clear 
attestation of the Aramaic masc. plur. det. -ayyā in Lebanese place names (see 
below) and the short -a- in the attested suffix -ay compared to Jibadin -ōya. One 
would still need to explain the deletion of final -a. At present, I have no 
explanation for why the final -ā is at times deleted and at times retained. 
 
2.2. g > ġ / j8 
Changes pertaining to the phoneme /g/ as attested in Lebanese place names are 
part and parcel of the development of the /bgdkft/ phonemes. For example Semitic 
/p/ as attested in Lebanese place names has completely > [f] as is the case in 
Arabic and many variants of Aramaic. Non-Semitic /p/ is, as expected, in general 
attested as [b]. Semitic /b/ has remained unchanged as [b] with no clear-cut signs 
of a fricative, contrary to many variants of Aramaic. Modern West Aramaic has 
[p] and [b].9 From Arabic sources mentioning Lebanese place names we can 
deduce that the fricative of /t/ is attested, e.g. Batrūn is attested as bṯrwn, and 
Mġīte is attested as mgyṯh.10 This feature cannot be other than Aramaic-internal 
and is not due to Arabic influence. On the other hand, one could argue that the 
                                                 
7 Arnold 1990: 289. 
8 See Wardini 2007: 515-517. See also Arnold & Behnstedt 1993: 9. 
9 Arnold 1990: 12. 
10 Helou 1986: 56, 57, 265, 355. 
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disappearance of this fricative in modern day Lebanese place names is due to the 
general move of Lebanese Arabic from a rural variant with fricatives to an urban 
variant where fricatives have become plosives. There is no clear-cut evidence for 
the fricative of the phoneme /d/. As for the phoneme /k/, both plosives and a few 
fricatives are attested: e.g. Kfar Nabraḫ ‘the village of the pond’ √brk and Ḫafīše 
‘a type of vessel’ or ‘ungraceful woman’ √kpš.11 

As for the non-Arabic phoneme /g/ (as opposed to the Arabic phoneme /j/), 
it is attested 89 times in the data analyzed in this study. This phoneme, contrary to 
/p/, undergoes a transition in two different directions in Lebanese place names: 
/g/ > [ġ] and /g/ > [j]. This dual transition appears to be completely independent of 
the position of the phoneme in the word and equally independent of the language 
of the word attested. Note the following table where the attested cases are listed in 
order of frequency: 
 

g > j   51 Aramaic   
    j- 16    - Jdaydət el Jūme, Jēnīn, Jərnēya 
   -j- 10    - Barja, Ḥjūla, Bəjje 
   -j 4    - Btūrētīj, Tartəj, Əhməj 
      Canaanite 19  
    j- 13    - Jəbla, J‘īta, Jəddēyəl 
   -j- 6    - Əjbə‘, ‘jaltūn 
   -j 1  Greek 1 - Jūnye 
   -j- 1  Latin 1 - Tallət el Lajjīne 
         
g > ġ   38 Aramaic 22  
    ġ- 15    - Ġəšrayya, Ġūma, Ġarfīn 
   -ġ- 7    - Barġūn, Fġēl, Šēġūr 
      Canaanite 15  
    ġ- 12    - Ġīne, Ġbēle, Wēde el Ġēbūr 
   -ġ- 3    - Aġbe, Fēlūġa, Bədġēn 
   -ġ- 1  Latin 1 - Ġəsṭa 

 
I was not able to detect any clear patterns in the geographical distribution of 

this feature, nor any distribution relative to the language of origin. Even the very 
same lexical item could be attested with either [ġ] as in Ġbēle ‘border, hill,’ 
Barġūn ‘little tower, little turret,’ Ġūma ‘depression,’ etc. compared to [j] as in 
Jbayl ‘border, hill,’ Barja ‘tower, turret,’ Jūme ‘depression,’ etc. This seemingly 
                                                 
11 See Wardini 2007: 523. 
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random distribution of /g/ > [ġ] / [j] complicates any attempt at a neat diachronic 
description of the development of the phoneme /g/. Due to the restricted amount 
of data, all one can say here is that at some point the change /g/ > [ġ] has been 
lexicalised (randomly?!) parallel to a continued use of [g], probably in a fluid 
period when lexicalisation was not yet fixed. With the introduction of Arabic, [ġ] 
changes to [ġ] and [g] to [j]. One can also conclude that the phoneme /g/ in 
Lebanese place names behaves more in line with, but not identical to, Modern 
West Aramaic variants. 
 
3. Morphology 
I have dealt earlier with the morphology of Lebanese place names more 
thoroughly,12 and I shall discuss only two phenomena here: the Aramaic masc. 
plur. det. form and the shaphel. 
 
3.1. Aramaic masc. plur. det. 
A more or less complete paradigm of the declension of nouns in the Aramaic used 
in Lebanon is attested in Lebanese place names. Note the following table: 
 

 abs. const. det. 
masc. sing. Məjdəl Kfər Ḥatna Majdla 
masc. plur. Darīn - Darayya 
fem. sing. ‘alma Mart Mūra Dləbta 
fem. plur. ‘elmēn - Kəlbēta 

 
Concerning the masculine plural determined state, there are at least 22 clear-cut 
cases of Aramaic masc. plur. det. -ayyā in the data analyzed for this study: ‘arayya 
‘the laurel trees,’ Bəkfayya ‘place of the rocks,’ Darayya ‘the dwellings,’ 
Ġəšrayya ‘the bridges,’ Kəfrayya ‘the villages,’ Qəbrayya ‘the tombs,’ Qərnayya 
‘the horns, hills,’ Rāmayya ‘the hills,’ Ṭərzayya ‘the royal wardrobes, armories’ 
(compared to Ṭərza), etc. There is, therefore, no doubt in my mind that -ayyā was 
the productive masc. plur. det. suffix for the Aramaic used in Lebanon. This is not 
surprising, given that this is the common masc. plur. det. suffix for West Aramaic. 
What is of interest here is that the Aramaic used in Lebanon, as attested in 
Lebanese place names, differs from the variants of Modern West Aramaic where 
masc. plur. det. suffix is -ō and, in the case of Jibadin, -ō(ya).13 To note though, I 
have interpreted the suffix -ēya in Lebanese place names as the adjectival suffix -
                                                 
12 Wardini 2007: 542-560. 
13 Arnold 1990: 289. 
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āy + masc. sing. det. -ā, as in Jərmnēya ‘the bony one,’ Məjdlēya ‘one related to 
Məjdəl,’ Səlfēya ‘one related to a sister’s husband,’ Ṣaydnēya ‘one related to 
Ṣaydūn,’ etc. One could nevertheless argue that the suffix -ēya is identical with 
Jibadin masc. plur. det. suffix -ō(ya) and therefore should be evidence of a similar 
development in Lebanon. E.g. Məjdlēya compared to Məjdlayya. However, while 
a dual and maybe parallel development of the Aramaic masc. plur. det. suffix in 
Lebanon is a possibility, I am inclined to consider -āyā as an adjectival suffix due 
to the clear attestation of the -ayyā suffix. 
 
3.2. Shaphel 
The shaphel is well attested in Aramaic, though not very productive and not very 
common. In the Lebanese place names analyzed in the present study, three cases14 
exhibit a shaphel: 

Baštūdār ‘place of revolution’: ba + štūdār ‘revolution’ < Aramaic ’štdwr 
‘revolution’ 
Bəštlīde ‘place of birth’: bə + štlīde seemingly < unattested t-shaphel of 
√yld ‘to be born’ 
Bšə‘qēb ‘place of protection’: b + šə‘qēb seemingly < unattested shaphel of 
√‘qb ‘to protect’ 

 
What is of special interest here is that the shaphel, which apparently is not attested 
in Modern West Aramaic, seems to have been productive in the Aramaic used in 
Lebanon. This can be deduced from a probably once productive shaphel in the 
Aramaic substrate of Lebanese Arabic. Note the following evidence: 
 

Lebanese Arabic Root Standard Arabic Aramaic 
qalab ‘flip something’ qlb " – 
 qələb ‘fall’ " – – 
 qallab ‘flip something 

repeatedly’ 
" " – 

 šaqlab ‘cause something to fall’ " – – 
 tšaqlab ‘stumble’ " – – 

 
Note also the following Lebanese lexical items:15 

šabraq ‘dress up, enjoy oneself’ < √brq 
tšabraq ‘dress up, enjoy oneself’ < √brq* 

                                                 
14 For a thorough discussion of the lexicon of Lebanese place names, see Wardini 2007: 562-571. 
15 See Frayḥa1973: 89-103 
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šaflaḥ ‘expose to cold, draft’ < √lfḥ 
šaḥraq ‘get burned, dry up’ < √ḥrq 
tšaḥraq ‘get burned, dry up’ < √ḥrq* 
šaḫla‘ ‘wear vulgar clothes’ < √ḫl‘ 
tšaḫla‘ ‘wear vulgar clothes’ < √ḫl‘* 
šalfaṭ ‘get burned’ < √lfṭ 
šalqaḥ ‘lie down’ < √lqḥ 
tšalqaḥ ‘lie down’ < √lqḥ* 
šaqdaf ‘send from place to place’ < √qdf 
šaqram ‘break the tip off’ < √qrm  

*The t-forms may be secondary formations based on the shaphel forms. 
 
Compared to Arabic form X: 

sta’jar ‘to rent’ < √’jr 
sta‘mal ‘to use’ < √‘ml 

 
As further evidence of a strong Aramaic substrate in Lebanese Arabic, note also 
the many cases of -r- infix (also cases of -l-, -n- etc. infix) in Lebanese Arabic 
lexical items: 

barḥaš ‘search, dig up’ < √bḥš 
barqaḥ ‘to stain’ < √bqḥ / bq‘ 
ḥardab ‘to be hunchback’ < √ḥdb 
šarbak ‘get entangled’ < √šbk 
ḫarmaš / ġarmaš ‘scratch’ < √ḫmš 
šarḥaṭ ‘drag someone’ < √šḥṭ 

 
4. Desiderata 
As can be seen from the present brief discussion, there is still a great need for 
further research on the type of Aramaic that was used in Lebanon. Place names 
are a promising field of research in this respect. One could specify that not only 
thorough toponymic research is needed, but studies in comparative, diachronic 
and areal linguistics are also a must. Moreover, serious efforts should be made to 
carefully record the attestations of Lebanese place names in all the available 
sources in order to establish a chronology for the topomymic and linguistic data. 
Such a chronology, relative or/and absolute would be of tremendous value for a 
diachronic study of the linguistic developments in the region of Lebanon. 
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